The existence of dark matter is explained by a new stable neutral vector boson, C-boson, of mass (900GeV), predicted by the Wu mechanisms for mass generation of gauge field. According to the Standard Model (SM) W, Z-bosons normally get their masses through coupling with the SM Higgs particle of mass 125GeV. We compute the self-annihilation cross section of the vector gauge boson Cdark matter and calculate its relic abundance. We also study the constraints suggested by dark-matter direct-search experiments.
Introduction
The nature of dark matter, proposed in 1933 to explain why galaxies in some clusters move faster than their predicted speed if they contained only baryonic matter [1] , remains one of the open questions of modern physics. Several models of dark matter have been suggested, such as Light Supersymmetric Particles ( [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] ); heavy fourth generation neutrinos ( [10] , [11] ); Q-Balls ( [12] , [13] ); mirror particles ( [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] ); and axion particles, introduced in an attempt to solve the Charge-Parity (CP) violation problem in particle physics ( [19] , [20] ) .
The goal of the present paper is to investigate the possibility that be a stable neutral vector Cboson of mass 900 GeV (as predicted by the Wu mechanisms for mass generation of gauge fields: [46] , [47] , [48] , [49] , [50] , [51] ), proposed recently by the author [52] , explains the existence of dark matter. According to the SM W, Z-bosons normally acquire their masses through their coupling with the SM Higgs boson, mass 125 GeV [53] , [54] , [55] , [56] , [57] . Here we compute the self-annihilation cross section of the vector gauge C-boson -dark matter, calculate C-boson's relic abundance and study the modeling constraints generated by darkmatter direct-search experiments.
The Lagrangian of the model
Let us suppose that the gauge symmetry of the theory is ( ) (2) SU N U  group, which is written specifically as follows [52] : ( 1,2,....., 1) iN  denotes the representative matrices of the generators of () SU N group. The latter are Hermit and traceless. They satisfy the condition: [ , ] ,
where ijk f are structure constants of the () SU N group, and K is a constant independent of the indices i and j but dependent on the representation of the group. The representative matrix of a general element of the () SU N group is expressed as: b  is a purely quantum phenomenon: i b  is generated through non-smoothness of the scalar phase of the fundamental spinor fields [52] , [58] .
From the viewpoint of the gauge field i b  generation described here, the gauge principle is an "automatic" consequence of the non-smoothness of the field trajectory in the Feynman path integral [52] , [58] .
() ax  and () bx  are vectors in the canonical representative space of () SU N group. They can be expressed as linear combinations of generators, as follows: Corresponding to these two kinds of gauge fields, there are two kinds of gauge covariant derivatives:
The strengths of gauge fields () ax  and () bx  are defined as
respectively.
Similarly, () ax  and () bx  can also be expressed as linear combinations of generators:
Using relations (2) and (29), (30), we obtain 
where c is a constant.
The space-time metric is selected as ( 
This Lagrangian has strict local gauge symmetry [46] , [52] .
In equation (1), the gauge group (2) (2) (1)
is the known SM of electroweak (EW) interactions [53] , [54] , [55] , [56] . The generators of invariant Lagrangian is given as follows:
with field strength tensors:
for the three non-Abelian fields of The covariant derivative is: 
is the weak mixing angle.
Based on the gauge group ( ) (2) SU N U  , the final Lagrangian of the model is given as follows [52] :
The masses of gauge fields
Two obvious characteristics of the Wu Lagrangian equation (36) is that the mass term of the gauge fields is introduced into the Lagrangian, and that this term does not affect the symmetry of the Lagrangian. It has been proved that this Lagrangian has strict local gauge symmetry [46] . Since both vector fields a  and b  are standard gauge fields, this model is a gauge field model which describes gauge interactions between gauge fields and matter fields [46] .
The mass term of gauge fields can be written as follows [46] :
where M is the mass matrix: 
We define cos sin , sin cos
C  and F  are eigenstates of mass matrix: they describe the particles generated from gauge interactions.
Taking equation (50) into account, the Wu Lagrangian density L given by (36) changes into: 
In relation (51) we have used the following simplified notations:
From equation (51) it is deduced that the mass of field C  is μ and the mass of gauge field F  is zero. That is:
Transformations (50) are pure algebraic operations which do not affect the gauge symmetry of the Lagrangian [46] . They can, therefore, be regarded as redefinitions of gauge fields. The local gauge symmetry of the Lagrangian is still strictly preserved after field transformations. In other words, the symmetry of the Lagrangian before transformations is absolutely the same with the symmetry of the Lagrangian after transformations. We do not introduce any kind of symmetry breaking at energy scales close to 12 TeV [52] . [54] , [55] , [56] ). This gauge field theory, therefore, predicts the existence of two different kinds of force transmitting vector fields: a massive and a massless one.
Taking the Higgs mechanism [53] [54] [55] [56] 
We can always perform an (2) 
The scalar Lagrangian (55) then yields a vector boson mass term: 
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The masses are given as follows
The gauge fields and masses predicted by this model are summarized in Table. 1. 
The Renormalization of the Model
In this paper, we use two mechanisms that can make gauge field to gain nonzero mass. One is the Wu mechanism ( [46] , [47] , [48] , [49] , [50] , [51] , [52] ), by which the mass term of the gauge field is introduced by using another set of gauge field. In this mechanism, the mass term of the gauge field does not affect the symmetry of the Lagrangian. We can imagine the new interaction picture: when matter fields take part in gauge interactions, they emit or absorb one kind of gauge field which is not eigenstate of mass matrix. Perhaps this is the gauge field consisted with the existence of dark matter in our Universe. This gauge field would appear in two states, a massless and a massive one, which correspond to two kinds of vector fields.
The second mechanism of mass generation is the Higgs mechanism ( [53] , [54] , [56] , [57] ), which can make gauge field -W,Z to gain nonzero mass and to guarantee renormalizability by means of the interactions of the Higgs boson with gauge bosons [52] :         2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   2  2  2  2  2  2   2   2 2 2 / , / , /
are the dimensionless and dimension of mass coupling constants.
For instance, the C-boson readily derives its mass by the Wu mechanism and yet renormalizability is ensured via the Higgs mechanism [52] .
However, as we have stated above, the Wu gauge field theory has maximum local SU (N) gauge symmetry [46, 52] . When we quantize the Wu gauge field theory in the path integral 9 formulation, we have to select gauge conditions first [46, 52] . To fix the degree of freedom of the gauge transformation, we must select two gauge conditions simultaneously: one for the massive gauge field C μ and another for the massless gauge field F μ . For example, if we select temporal gauge condition for massless gauge field F μ ,
there still exists a remainder gauge transformation degree of freedom, because the temporal gauge condition is unchanged under the following local gauge transformation:
where
In order to render this remainder gauge transformation degree of freedom completely fixed, we have to select another gauge condition for gauge field C μ., for instance
If we select two gauge conditions simultaneously, when we quantize the theory in path integral formulation, there will be two gauge fixing terms in the effective Lagrangian. The effective Lagrangian can then be written as:
If we select
then the propagator for massive gauge field Cμ is:
If we let k approach infinity, then
In this case, according to the power-counting law, the Wu gauge field theory suggested in this paper is a kind of renormalizable theory [46, 52] .
The R-parity of the vector gauge boson C-dark matter model
Internal global symmetries are related to conserved quantum numbers such as the baryonic number and electric charges. The symmetry generators l B are Lorentz scalars and for Lie algebra, with structure constants k lm C , it is:
The suggested generic field theory has internal symmetries, with generators l B . Let us consider an Abelian group. In accordance with this theory, this Abelian group has the following commutators:
[ , ] [ , ]
[ , ]
It follows that the suggested field theory in general possesses an internal global U(1) symmetry known as R-symmetry. Here, the generators have R-charge +1 and −1 respectively.
These particles cannot have a zero mass, since C particles acquire their mass via the Wu mechanism, in which case the continuous R-symmetry of equation.75 must be broken. However, it turns out that, despite this breaking, discrete R-symmetry remains, described by the Z N group [42] , [43] , [70] .
This leads us to the multiplicatively conserved quantum number called R-parity. Formally, one can define the R-parity of any particle of spin j, baryon number B and lepton number L to be:
Particles within the same quantum numbers do not have the same R-parity: all ordinary particles and the F gauge bosons are assigned with an R-parity +1, whereas the C particle has an R-parity of −1. If R-parity is exactly conserved, then there can be no mixing between the C and ordinary particles and every interaction vertex will contain an even number of R = −1 particles. The R-parity assignment is very useful for phenomenology, since it leads to two three important consequences:
1. C particles can be produced only in pairs; 11 2. C particles cannot decay; they must be stable. Since C is electrically neutral [52] , it interacts weakly with ordinary matter. The C-particle, therefore, is a plausible candidate for Cold Dark Matter (CDM);
We will consider that the proposed model conserves R-parity. The gauge fields and R-parity predicted by this model are summarized in Table. 2. 
Annihilation cross section of vector gauge boson C-dark mater
The C-boson is the lightest particle having odd R. It is thus stable and a possible candidate for dark matter. In the early Universe, CC¯ pair will annihilate to particles of even R, i.e. dd , through Higgs h exchange and direct interaction. However, the corresponding process for dark matter direct search, i.e. Cd Cd  through h exchange, may also be important, as discussed in the next section. We show the various annihilation diagrams, result in the no relativistic cross section × relative velocity given by 
where the sum over h is for 3 families [42] , [43] . The factor of 3 for h is the number of colors. Assuming as we do that m C is the smallest mass in equation (77) 
In particular, for vector gauge boson C has a mass of 900 GeV, as predicted by the Wu mechanisms for mass generation of gauge field (see also [52] ). The self-annihilation cross section should be 
Relict densicty of vector gauge boson C-dark matter
Let us now review the standard calculation of the relic abundance of a particle species (see [60, 61] for more details) denoted C-particle which was at thermal equilibrium in the early universe and decoupled when it was non relativistic. The evolution of its number density n in an expanding universe is governed by the 
where a and b are S and P wave contributions.
The freeze-out condition is: 
Typically, for [63] .
A cold dark matter candidate produced at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) should therefore have this annihilation cross section. This quantity leads us to the second method of measuring the coupling of dark matter from Standard Model particles, namely through the search for the annihilation or decay products of dark matter coming from high-density regions such as the centre of galaxies [64] . Since the WMAP results provide rather good information about u  , the uncertainties in this approach lie in the lack of knowledge of the exact density of dark matter in dense regions such as the centre of galaxies and in the separation of the signal from dark-matter annihilation from possible background signals.
C-particle is stable and since it also interacts weakly with baryonic matter it can be a good Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMP) candidate. The proposed C-dark matter model also provides the correct abundance of dark matter in the universe. The C-particle mass around 900 GeV predicted by the model is an encouraging theoretical suggestion, testable through LHC studies.
The direct C-dark matter search
Taking into account twist-2 operators and gluonic contributions calculated recently [65] and assuming that ( ) 
To obtain /, nn fm the numerical coefficients (0.052, 0.222, 0.925) [42] in the above equation are replaced with (0.061, 0.330, 0.922) [42] . The spin-independent elastic cross section for Cdark matter scattering off a nucleus of Z protons and A − Z neutrons normalized to one nucleon is then given by Here we use
